
TENNIS COURT SAFETY GUIDELINES
Following the unprecedented Covid-19 crisis, Shanti Maurice Resort & Spa has implemented a series of 
measures and unique resources in line with #MySafeZone Program - a complete review and adaptation of 
WHO sanitary guidelines at its tennis court, for the players and staff in-house to benefit from the safest and 
smoothest game experience.

You are highly recommended to adhere to the following list of protocols put in place at our tennis court for your 
own safety and that of other playing counterparts:

■  The court is allotted on a first-come first-served basis. Supplements apply for pro tennis coaching classes. Kindly refer to table below for pricing details:

■   Pre-bookings are mandatory and can be made via our Spa reception or Shanti app. Players are entitled to an hour court time only
■   It is mandatory before issuance of any sanitized racket, balls and other-related equipment to disinfect your hands. Hand sanitizer shall be provided to  
 you during and after any session
■   You should bring along your own water bottle and towel
■   No group gathering will be entertained. Only singles play is allowed
■   Players should observe the 6-feet social distancing rule at all costs, even when changing sides of the court. Physical contact such as
 handshakes, high-five, etc.) is strictly prohibited
■   No personal equipment such as rackets | wristbands or towels will be shared during the match
■   You should avoid sharing food and/or water bottles at all times
 Players should refrain from touching the fences, posts, gate (only the gym instructor shall proceed with
 its opening/ re-opening) plus other surfaces
■   You should also refrain from touching your face and are highly recommended to use your own racquet
 or foot to avoid touching the tennis balls
■   After completion of the match, all players should leave their rackets by the court. The gym instructor,
 solely, shall proceed with the disinfection of the used items

LESSON TYPE TIME ALLOCATION FOR 1 PERSON FOR 2 PERSONS

Discovery (available as a onetime
offer during your stay)

30 minutes MUR 1,800 MUR 2,300

Individual 1 hour MUR 3,500 MUR 4,200

Individual 45 minutes MUR 3,100 MUR 3,500

Package 
(available on prepayment basis)

5 hours MUR 16,000 MUR 19,000
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